FISH PASSAGE CENTER
847 NE 19th Avenue, #250, Portland, OR 97232
Phone: (503) 833-3900
Fax: (503) 232-1259
www.fpc.org/
e-mail us at fpcstaff@fpc.org

MEMORANDUM
To:

Fish Passage Advisory Committee (FPAC)

From:

FPC Staff

Date:

June 5, 2018

Subject: Action Notes from June 1, 2018, Special FPAC meeting
On June 1, 2018, FPAC met for a special conference call to discuss two agenda items. The
following people participated in the meeting:
Paul Wagner (FPAC Co-Chair NOAA)
Tom Lorz (FPAC Co-Chair CRITFC)
Jay Hesse (Nez Perce Tribe)
Brandon Chockley (FPC)
Charlie Morrill (WDFW)
Dave Swank (USFWS)

Erin Cooper (FPC)
Dave Benner (FPC)
Gabe Scheer (FPC)
Jennifer Graham (Warm Springs Tribe)
Trevor Conder (NOAA)

AGENDA ITEMS
Adult Delay and Operations at LGS
• The current operation at Little Goose is to limit spill to 30% from 4AM through noon,
inflow passed from noon until 4PM, and increase spill to return to MOP from 4PM to
4AM with TDG not to exceed 130%. This operation is currently scheduled to terminate
at 4AM on Saturday, June 2nd.
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•

•
•

•
•

•

Jay Hesse (Nez Perce Tribe) suggested the current operation should continue until flows
decrease to where 35% spill is possible without ponding. Given the forecast, this would
likely continue the operation through 4AM on Sunday morning (June 3rd).
o Jay stated that he spoke to Russ Kiefer (IDFG) and he would prefer 30% spill, but
would agree to 35%.
o Paul Wagner (NOAA) agreed that the special operations will likely not be
necessary when spill is 35%.
Paul Wagner (NOAA) pointed out that the BPA forecast indicated a slower decrease in
flows than RFC, but would not affect the proposed change in operations.
Charlie Morrill (WDFW) stated that his preference would be for the operation to
discontinue after the period of reduced spill on Saturday morning (noon on June 2nd).
This would eliminate the period of passing inflows on Saturday afternoon and give more
time to move ponded water through the system (noon June 2nd to 4AM June 3rd).
Counts from yesterday, May 31st, are not yet available on the FPC and DART adult
passage tools. Unverified hourly count data was available on the TMT website.
Dave Swank (USFWS) suggested that the operation be continued through 4AM on
Sunday, June 3rd. Passing inflows from noon until 4PM may help more adults to pass.
o Charlie Morrill (WDFW) said that he is not sure and will think about it before this
afternoon’s TMT meeting.
o Brandon Chockley (FPC) pointed out that, according to hourly breakdowns of
passage data, it appears that approximately 50% of adults are counted by the
noon hour.
NOAA will propose at TMT that the special operation be discontinued at 4AM on
Sunday. Charlie Morrill (WDFW) will not object but may have some comments.

These minutes have been reviewed and approved by the Fish Passage Advisory Committee.
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FISH PASSAGE CENTER
847 NE 19th Avenue, #250, Portland, OR 97232
Phone: (503) 833-3900
Fax: (503) 232-1259
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e-mail us at fpcstaff@fpc.org

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Fish Passage Advisory Committee

FROM:

Michele DeHart

DATE:

June 1, 2018

SUBJECT:

Review of special operation at LGS to improve adult passage

A modified operation was implemented at 0400 on May 30th at Little Goose Dam (LGS)
to remedy an adult passage issue. Under the modified operation, spill is reduced to 30% of
instantaneous flows for the period of 0400-1200 while excess flows are stored into the forebay,
inflows are passed for the period of 1200-1600, and spill is increased from 1600-0400 to a level
necessary to pass all stored water from the 0400-1200 period (but not to exceed 130% TDG in
the tailrace). This modified operation is planned to run through 0400 on June 2nd, with a TMT
check-in planned for June 1st to determine if an extension is necessary. The Fish Passage Center
(FPC) staff has reviewed hourly flow and spill data at Little Goose, Lower Monumental, and Ice
Harbor dams, both prior and during the special operation. Below is a brief summary of our
findings from this review, which may inform discussions during the TMT check-in.
•

•

Based on our analyses of the operation to date, it appears that the special operation at
Little Goose does impact juveniles, in the form of increased powerhouse passage at LGS
and, to a lesser degree, at Lower Monumental Dam (LMN). PITPH at Ice Harbor Dam
(IHR) remained unchanged.
Hourly passage proportions of PIT-tagged subyearling Chinook also changed during the
special operation at LGS. During the special operation at LGS, a greater proportion of
detections occurred during night time hours than the previous two days. This change is
likely due to increased powerhouse passage proportions after ponding/spill reduction
caused more fish to be entrained in powerhouse flows.
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•
•

Given this, and the fact that adult counts at LGS have improved in recent days, and flows
are projected to decrease over the next several days, we recommend that the operation not
be continued beyond its original 3-day period.
Furthermore, we recommend that FPAC explore manipulating TSW operations when
considering special operations at LGS to improve adult passage, as these manipulations
are unlikely to affect juvenile out-migrants at LGS any more than the operation that was
just conducted and will not affect out-migrants at LMN or IHR.

FPC summarized hourly flow and spill data at LGS, LMN, and IHR over the period of
May 28th through May 31st. This includes two days prior to implementation of the special
operation at LGS and the first two days of the special operation. Although the special operation
has been described as being at LGS, total discharge, spill volumes, and spill proportions were
affected at LMN and IHR as well (Table 1, Figure 1). In addition, spill proportions at LGS did
not increase above prior levels during the 1600-0400 period (Figure 1). This is because,
although spill volumes did increase during this period, so did total discharge, which equates to
spill proportions similar to previous days.
To estimate whether these changes may have resulted in impacts to juveniles, we
estimated hourly PITPH at each of these projects, for both yearling Chinook and steelhead, using
the PITPH equations provided in Appendix J of the 2015 CSS Annual Report (McCann et al.
2015). Reductions in spill proportions, and total discharge, at LGS and LMN during the first two
days of the special operation resulted in increases in daily average PITPH at LGS and, to a lesser
degree, at LMN, compared to previous two days (Table 1, Figure 1). Furthermore, because spill
proportions did not increase at LGS during the 1600-0400 period, PITPH did not improve during
this period to make up for increases in PITPH during 0400-1200 period (Figure 1). PITPH at
IHR remained unchanged during the period of the special operation compared to previous two
days.
Table 1. Daily average spill proportion and PITPH (yearling Chinook and
steelhead) at Little Goose, Lower Monumental, and Ice Harbor dams two days
prior and first two days of special operation at Little Goose Dam.
Site
Date
Daily Average
Daily Average
Daily Average
Spill Proportion PITPH (Chinook) PITPH (Steelhead)
LGS May 28
0.43
0.44
0.44
May 29
0.50
0.35
0.33
May 30
0.40
0.48
0.49
May 31
0.37
0.50
0.52
LMN May 28
0.44
0.29
0.26
May 29
0.42
0.29
0.26
May 30
0.40
0.31
0.28
May 31
0.38
0.30
0.28
IHR
May 28
0.66
0.13
0.11
May 29
0.65
0.13
0.11
May 30
0.65
0.13
0.12
May 31
0.64
0.12
0.11
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Figure 1. Hourly total discharge (Kcfs), spill proportion, and estimated
PITPH (yearling Chinook and steelhead) at Little Goose, Lower
Monumental, and Ice Harbor dams two days prior (May 28-29) and the
first two days of the special operation at Little Goose to remedy adult
passage issues (May 30-May 31).
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In addition, we reviewed hourly PIT-tag detections at the full flow bypass detector at
LGS. As with the analysis above, we did this for the two days prior and the first two days of the
special operation at LGS. From our review, we found that hourly PIT-tag passage proportions of
PIT-tagged subyearling Chinook changed during the special operation at LGS (Figure 2).
During the special operation, a greater proportion of detections occurred during night time hours.
This change is likely due to increased powerhouse passage proportions after ponding/spill
reduction caused more fish to be entrained in powerhouse flows.

Figure 2. Hourly proportion of detections at Little Goose full flow bypass of PIT-tagged hatchery subyearling
Chinook prior to (May 28th and 29th—blue bars) and during (May 30th and 31st –yellow bars) the special
operation at LGS.
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